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Courson residents get
a little too comfortable
From COURSON I pg. 1
would stay in Courson) just
fall, that was before students
even got here. Then they said
part of winter. Then they said
if we have to use it spring, we
will."
As to when she believes everyone would eventually be out
of Courson, Hoffman said "It's
really hard to say. As soon as
people check out, students are
checking in, like from the
Thunderbird Motel."
While Courson's staff and
residents view the .hall as a
permanent residence, Aho said
the third floor is still being used
to house conference guests.
Most conference guests are
housed in Munson Retreat
Center, and Aho said the remainder are placed in local motels. They pay the same as
guests in Courson and Munson, and the university pays
the motel costs.
Aho said she believes living
in Courson, tailored specifically
for conferences, is not like living in regular residence halls
and could be detrimental to
the social aspect of a student's
college life.
"Courson is not a regular
residence hall, so it is to the
benefit ofthe students that they
be placed .in the residence
halls," she said. "When they
have to be around conference
guests all the time, it takes
away from the normal college
atmosphere."
Courson LGA Lindy Chatterton said many of the 184 students in the hall don't want to
be thought of as being "stuck
there" and that their "bad rep"
is starting to change. Most of
the hall's staff said they believe students don't .want to
move.
One unidentified resident
yelled out from inside the
Courson elevator, "The LGA's
told us we could stay here all
year. Tell them we would like
some definite information."
Sophomore Kathy Blum said
she was living in Courson in ·
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1988 when it was condemned
because of decay in support
beams, and she was moved to
another residence hall. Now
she may have to move again.
"I don't want to move," she
said. "I had it happen to me
before and I had to move to
(Alford-Montgomery Hall), and
I didn't like my new roommate."
In order to transform the
conference facility into a residence hall, the university
added laundry facilities, mailboxes and bike racks. Huck said
the staff has implemented
several hall programs as any
other residence hall's staff
would do.
"'People have moved in and
settled in," Huck said. "People
are starting to make this
(Courson) like home. Manywho
will leave Courson will move
as roommates."
If Courson's residents are
moved at the end of this quarter, Hollister said the hall's
LGA's will be placed in other
·campus jobs, like staff openings in other residence halls or
in the residence living office.
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New apartments planned
But no building permits issued yet - perhaps till spring
From APTS. I pg. 1
apartments, I think it would
be entirely healthy for the city
and the school.
"It would certainly take pressure off us."
The university, however,
plans to ask the state Legislature in its next session, beginning in January, for 550 more
full-time equivalent students
without making any provisions
for new university residencehall-stylehousing.
"First of all, qfthat (550), a lot
of them are already here,"
Hollister said.
"The impact will not be 550,
but more like 150."
The burden of housing these
students, university officials
have said, will fall on expected
new private housing in
Ellensburg.
Aware of Central's housi~g
problems, Witkowski said he
has heard rumors of other
apartment projects near campus.
All permit paperwork, how-

_.._.

"If I were a
moneylender, I
think this would
be a great place
to invest."

- Jim Hollister
ever, needs to cross his desk
and receive approval from the
city planning commission before any construction can begin, and no developers have

done so.
"It's a fair question at this
point," he said.
"I've heard of other things
floating around, but it's practically hearsay. We'll have to see
what happens."
Hollister said he believes the
university's housing situation
could be attractive to prospective apartment builders.
"With the S and L (savings
and loan) crisis, it's a little bit
more difficult to get funding
for building projects," he said.
"But ifl were a money lender,
I think this would be a great
place to invest."
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Former 'god' decries Hinduism Campus App~aranc~,
Guru: Former religion an endless cycle of reincarnation, emptiness

cult to believe in the Hindu
religion.
"Deep in my heart, I was
Former Hindu guru Rabi empty. If everyone is supposed
Maharaj spoke to more than to believe they are god, why
250 Central students and isn't everyone treated like god?"
Ellensburg citizens Monday in Maharaj asked. "I was so frusa series oflectures on "Encoun- trated I went to my room and
crashed for four days and
ters with the Supernatural."
Maharaj is the author of the nights. I was so confused about
book "Death of a Guru," and is my religion until I met a woman
touring Washington state dis- who told me about Jesus
cussing the differences among Christ."
the Hindu, Buddhist and ChrisWhereas Hindus worship animals and plants and the "sacred
tian religions.
Maharaj and his family are a cow," Christians actually eat
part of the highest class of meat from the cow. Maharaj
Hindu people, the Brahman found it hard to believe in a
caste, and come from a long · religion so different from what
line of Hindu gurus, high he had believed.
priests, yogis and swamis.
Maharaj became a Christian,
Maharaj said those who are and so did 13 other relatives.
Brahman have worked very
"I don't emphasize being a
hard for millions of years Christian, I emphasize being a
through reincarnation and are follower in Jesus Christ," said
now considered gods. Those in Maharaj. "In some parts of the
lower castes worshiped Ma- world, 'Christianity' has lost all
haraj as a god before he was meaning."
seven years old.
Those who worshiped Maharaj
The goal of Hindus, Maharaj as a god now throw stones at
said, is to realize you are god. him and spit in his face.
He said reincarnation is a form
But "Christianity is all the
of punishment and you are difference in the world. I have
reincarnated until you "remem- more meaning and purpose in
ber" you are god.
my life and I know who I am
Maharaj said he was not and where I am going," Mahappy as a Hindu and always haraj said.
.
lacked an inner peace inside.
Freshman Jon Hughs said, "I
He found it increasingly diffi- felt Maharaj was right on about
by Melissa Morrier
Staff reporter

THE

MEMORANDUM
DATE: October 19, 20, 26, 27
PLACE: McConnell Auditorium

SUBJECT: ••• "An absurdist comedy with the bite of today's news ... "
FROM: Central Washington University Theatre

Written by Valclav Havel, translated by Vera Blackwell, directed by Richard
Leinaweaver, you can get grand tickets at the Theatre Box Office, Shapiro's
Downtown Pharmacy and Campus SUB Information Booth. The cost is ~
adults, $3 students/seniors, shows start at 8:00 pm; and rta ko hutu dekotu
elyfeb trebomu emusoe, vdegar yd strosely. Degto yl tre entvester kyleg gh
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$300
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everything he said and how
the Hindu religion has a lot of
fallacies; yet so does the Christian religion and he didn't
speak much about the Christian fallacies."
Senior Cindy Hartly said she
came because she "wanted to
understand religion, especially
Hindu and New Age. I just
wanted to get more information and see what the real differences are in the Christian
religion."
Central Christian Fellowship
helped sponsor Maharaj's
state-wide tour.
CCF director Michael Mowry
said "all people think that every religion has the same
god... (and) there-are just different paths to take," Mowry
said. "There is an incredible
amount ofignorance on college
campuses and we thought it
would get everyone interested
in researching the different religions."
Maharaj has traveled to 200300 college campuses in the
United States and about 500
campuses world wide.
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by Mark Eaton ·
Staff reporter

. The physical plant's ongoing effort to beauti~i / /···· <
Central's campus currently · ·
includes the leveling and
landscaping of the old railroad bed south ofWilson
and North halls.
Landscape planting won't
begin until next spring, said
the director of Facility Planning, Bill Ros~ .. >< >•.. .. . . ·..•...·>>··
"I'm afraid you'll be looking
at mounds of dirt, but hopefully there will be snow .
covering it soon," said Ross.
Lighting will be put up on
the site by the physical .·. ·.· .·. ·.
plant as soon as the contrac>
tor is finished placing a
cement walkway diagonally ·.
through the center of.t he
area, said Ross.
...
"We hope to have lighting
by early winter," he said.

.

..

.: ... '.: .-.

~~l~~a: J~d

.
Smith, an
Ellensburg firm, is completingthe earth moving and
cement work. The landscap. iI1g,J~ghtiJJ.g andthe instal~
latfon of awatering system
will all be done by the
physical plant, said Ross.
The extent of the beautification work "depends on
how much money and time"
the plant. ~s . given, said >. . . ·.
Ross. > . ? ·
. ·. ··>
·. / ..•.···
.· "There will be a variety of
·laridsc:apirig," he said, in;.
eluding the planting of
grass, trees, and shrubs.
Ross compared the rail- .
road bed project to the · ·
cl~aringand planting of .·.: . .
grass in the open area >. ·
betweenthe Hertz parking
lOt andpean Hall. /
<·
It's "good ground cover"
replace the unsightly
groundthat was there ·
before, said Ross~

to
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From DISEASE I page 1
She found out she had the virus last
May when she went in for a normal
checkup.
Genital warts are treatable, Lundy
said, but the virus causing the warts
never goes away.
"I was afraid to tell anybody about it
because it makes you sound dirty," Jane
said. "But just because you catch some-.
thing doesn't mean you sleep around."
Jane's warts appeared three months
after she had sex with a man she was
dating.
"I confronted him and he denied it,"
Jane said. "I told him to get checked
anyway. I also told my other previous
partners. It was hard telling them. They
could either hate you or be thankful."
Women with 1the virus have a higher
risk of cervical cancer, Lundy said.
Chlamydia is completely treatable and
is curable with oral antibiotics, Lundy
said. Its symptoms include a burning

sensation when urinating or a discharge
from the penis or vagina.
It is among the most damaging of all
STDs. Ifuntreated, it can cause painful
infections, sterility and permanent
damage to reproductive organs.
Lundy said one way to prevent infection is always to use a condom.
The only other way, besides not having sex at all, is to have monogamous
relationships, he said.
"The more partners you have, the bigger your chance of getting infected,"
Lundy said.
Jane said, "in non-serious relationships I'd rather say I won't have sex
than tell the truth," she said.
She knows she will carry the virus for
life, but it is something she will" be able
to live with, she said.
But it isn' t something she will forget.
"It gives you enough of a scare to be
more cautious about what you do," Jane
said. "Sex is more acceptable on campus People say, 'It'll never happen to
me,' but it's just not true," she said.

The
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Featuring products by:
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RECEIVE 10% OFF ANY OF THESE 3
PRODUCT LINES
OPENMON-SAT WALK-IN'SWELCOME

Thanks
City of Ellensburg
Kittitas County
Thorp Public Schools
Cle Elum-Roslyn Public Schools
Associated Students of Central
Washington University
Dan Sutich, President
Russell Johansen, Rep. to
Clubs and Organizations
CWU Dining Services
CWU Auxiliary
Ellensburg Chamber of Commerce
Cle Elum Chamber of Commerce
Ellensburg Rotary Club
CleElum Kiwanis Club
Plum Creek Timber Co.
Ellensburg Greys
Ellensburg Kiwanis Clubs
CWU Air Force ROTC
CWU Army ROTC
The Copy Shop
Albertsons
Safeway
Sweet Shoppe
Wildlife Department
Department of Natural Resources
Department of Ecology
Bureau of Land Management
Orowheat

Upcoming Meetings

CWU Recreation Club,
Tentn'Tube
CWU Residence Halll Council
Ken Matchtley
River Raft Rentals
Rodeo City Radio Club
Red Cross
Bob Say
Bob McBride
Don Wise
Kittitas County Field& Stream
County & Cities' Volunteers
O'Neill and Sons
CWU History Club
Brown & Jackson
Sheriff's Department
Kittitas Co. Chapter of Vietnam
Vets
Bob Morgan
Ellensburg Recycling Service
Ellensburg Waste Management
Services
Washington State Patrol
Health, P .E. and Recreation
Club
Physics Club
International Club
Hartvig Vathauer

:

And all the many volunteers
A BIG thanks to John Ludka,
chair of the Yakima River Clean-up.

:

•

•
•
••
•
•

I

EVENING BY APPOINTMENT
I
COUPON _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .J

L-------

for all the help
on the ·R iver Clean~p!!
to
Snyder's
City of Cle Elum

I
I

Club Room, SUB

BOD:

October 30--2:30 p.m. SUB 206

••
•
••

•

••
••

······························~············~
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CP&PC
CAMPUS INTERVIEW~: {Signup schedules posted two weeks in
advance)
• Oct. 29-30: The Boeing Co.
{business and technical majors).
Group meeting for all interested 7
p~m. Oct. 29 in SUB 204-5.
• Oct. 30: Russ Berrie Co. (all
majors interested in sales careers).
•Oct. 30: CIA {all majors). Group
meeting for all interested 7 p.ni.
Oct. 29 in SUB 204-5.
•Nov 2: K-Mart Apparel {all majors) Management trainiee program.
•Nov·. 5: Westinghouse Hanford
{accoungting majors and staff
accountants).
•Nov. 6: John Hancock Financial
Services (all majors and marketing representatives).

cember to mid-April. Food operators and lodge maintenance workers needed. Applications are available in the Student Employment
office{Barge 205). Group interviews
will follow.
MILITARY RECRUITING:
U.S. Marine Corps will be at the SUB
information booth Nov. 6, 7 and 8
from 1O a.m. to 2 p.m.
JOB SEARCH WORKSHOPS:
Robert Malde of CP & PC will present a job-finding skills, resume writing and interviewing workshops:
For those seeking business, industry or goverment career opportunities: Oct. 30, 31 and Nov. 1
at 3 p.m. in SUB 103, and
For teachers: Nov. 6, 7 and 8 at 4
p.m. in Black 107.

ALPENTALJSKI ACRES:
Informational meeting Oct. 30 at
11 a.m. in SUB 204-5 for those
interested in part-time work De-

NE:t iSjON
" THE HAIRCUT LADY"
Hair Cuts $8,·

Perms start at $28

962~2520

Hours to suit your schedule!
206 E. 11th Ave

I

AMERICAN

Close to Campus

A legend in jeans:

Wran9~r .
$1899
Blue

'SOCIElY~

GREATAMERICAN

SMOKEOur·

r-------------------------------,
SALE !

SALE !

SALE !

Women-l"
;

..

SALE !

SALE !

SALE !

BERN/NA
STUDENTS ALWAYS RECEIVE 20% OFF

Buy one yard of fabric AND
get one yard from sale.table for 1 ¢ !
925-5942

410NPEARL

L-------------~------~----------~

HERE'S WHY
THE SMART MONEY AT
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
IS GOING WITH TIAA-CREF
AS IF THE FUTURE DEPENDED ON IT.
ecause it does. Smart investors
know that your future depends on
how well your retirement system
performs. TIAA-CREF has been the
premier retirement system for people
in education and research for over 70
years. We have enabled over 200,000
people like you to enjoy a comfortable
retirement. And over 1,000,000 more
are now planning for the future with
TIAA-CREF.

growth through dividends. CREF's
variable annuity offers opportunities
for growth through four different
investment accounts, each managed
with the long-term perspective essential to sound retirement planning:
The CREF Stock Account
The CREF Money Market Account
The CREF Bond Market Account
The CREF Social Choice Account

SMART MONEY LOOKS FOR SECURITY,
GROWTH AND DIVERSITY FOR
RETIREMENT SAVINGS.

CALL 1-800-842-2776
10 FIND OUT MORE

B

Security-so the resources are there
when it is time to retire. Growth-so
you'll have enough income for the
kind of retirement you want. And
diversity-to help protect you against
market volatility and to let you benefit
from several types of investments.

for

Oct. 30: Mary Baechlor, president of Racing Strollers, Inc.,
will discuss "Why People Buy"
at 1 p.m. in Dean 353.
Oct. 26: "Bite-of-Hertz" food
festival in the Stn:J, put on by
music students and faculty,
11 a.m. to 1 p.m .. Food will
include spaghetti, stir-fry and
desserts.
Nov. 2: Steve Goodwin, Nordstrom Men's manager, will
present "Dress for Success," a
talk on professional attire in
the business world at 1 p.m.
in Dean 353.

~CANCER

The Career Planning
and PlacementCenter
is located in Barge 105.

Haircut
Dude!

Catnpus
Calendar

THAT'S EXACTLY WHAT YOU GET
WITH TIAA-CREF.
TIAA offers you the safety of a
traditional annuity that guarantees
.
your prmcipal
plus a speci fiied rate of
interest, and provides for additional

Our experienced retirement counselors
will be happy to answer your questions
and tell you more about retirement
annuities from TIAA-CREF.

Experience. Performance. Strength.
Your future is protected by the largest
private retirement system in the world.
We have done so well~ for so many, for
so long, that we currently manage
some $85 billion in assets.

•••
Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.sm

For more complete information, including charges and expenses, call 1 800 842-2733, ext 5509 for a
prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send money.
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Homecoming 1990

ave
a
co~,

JD an!

Homecoining Week was a
bubbling good time-for the
party animals spewing
their favorite liquid nourishment and the die-everso-hard Wildcat fans in the
grandstands. From. live
cowmedy to live rnooosic;
from. a parade with cowgirls
to dancing under the
mooooon; froin BACCHUS'
root beer kegger to those
other kinds of keggers; and
of course, "From cows to
com.puters," it was an udder
delight.

Photos by Russ Burtner,
Arnie NoreDl Jr. and
Christopher Stone
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Editorial
OBSERVANCE
Fiscal investment
should reap respect
t's a unique situation.
Though small towns dot the entire map of the United
States, most don't boast a university doubling its
population. This one, however, the one we call home
nine months of the year, does.
So it seems there are going to be different relationships
developed - unique ones from city to university and from
university to city.
That's a given.
The city proved it recently in suing the state for money
to cover fire protection costs at Central the past few years.
The judge hearing the case ruled the city deserves compensation for its special services to the university.
That's understandable.
Ellensburg businesses, having 6,000 "extra" people with
various amounts of money running around, also enjoy an
economic boost most small cities can't grasp. That's great.
But by the same token, students have unique needs from
the people of Ellensburg.
This is an institution of ''higher learning." HIGHER
LEARNING. We cannot sit in the classroom for four or five
years and learn all we need to know from lectures, films and
books (unless we're after jobs as professional spectators). We
are going to have to step off campus limits for some firsthand experience; "off campus" means we may just walk in
your door, dear Ellensburg citizi.
Last spring, for a "Reporting of Public Affairs" class, some
student reporters went to the Ellensburg police station and
asked to see the police reports for the previous week.
They got a resounding "no." No explanation, just "no."
Those records, mind you, are public information - available
to the Ellensburg Daily Record, an alleged newspaper.
How are we supposed to learn how to cover events
in a city if the city won't let us cover its events?
Instead of causing problems for The Daily Record - the
police officials threatened to create a blanket policy banning
access to all newspapers - the students dropped the issue.
More recently there have been complaints regarding the
company all flight technology students have to do business
with at Bowers Field, Midstate Aviation. Midstate, some
students say, abuses the relationship. The company's "take"
heavily overshadows its "give."
When flight instructors have to cancel flights, students are
often given little or no notice. Some don't discover the status
of the flight until they get to the airport. But students needing to cancel must give four hours notice, or be billed for the
time.
"That's just business," Ron Mitchell, Midstate's chief
pilot and president said. It IS just business, Ron - yours is
a business that might not exist in Ellensburg without
Central's flight tech program.
We're not making blanket statements directed at the entire
populace in this here 'burg. Many organizations and individuals deserve kudos o'plenty for their availability to
Central's programs; and they probably know who they are.
And it's true that students, now and before, haven't always
presented themselves as model citizens. But they're the
exception rather than the rule, and deep down everybody
knows it.
It's just frustrating, as students in the learning process,
to be told "no."
No, what? No, don't learn? In the end it seems as if
Central's reputation as a quality school is on the line. It's
not a line either the city or the university would ever want
to cross back over.
That would be a shame.

I

Letters
ers have left by 9:30 or so. And
many working students find
late hours a blessing when
trying to cope with their otherwise inflexible schedules.
Let's face it - access to books
is the lifeblood of any healthy
university, and the library is
where the books are. If anything, the damn place should
be open 24 hours a day, just
like Super One.
•
Ray Malger1
.

Our blisters
chafed raw
by arrogance
Rec~l that marvelous Gary
Larson cartoon depicting a
slave-galley ship with the
rowers hard at work and cringing beneath their massive
scowling slave-master, with
one fool crying out: "Oh, yoo
hoo, sir, I have a blister!"
Now imaginemorethanl,000
Central students getting excited enough over a particular
campusissuetosignapetition,
of all things - this from a studentbodynotoriousforitsyears
of complacency. And yet the
honchos of Central are trying
to blow the whole thing off by
either ignoring the uproar or
belittling the petition as
"grandstanding."
What arrogance! The purpose
of a university, above all other
considerations, is to serve the
needs of its students in every
way. Without students, there
would be no more reality for a
lot of administrative personnel. They would have to join
the rest of us peasants who
must struggle to get by.
Is it any big deal to keep the
bloody library open for another
two hours a night? Many serious students treasure those
late hours to get valuable research done after the socializ-

.

Hey; Benji '
why not fetch
l
?
area paper.

Benjamin Camp criticized
The Observer for being too
uptight and for lacking humor.
He suggested The Observer
"follow the leader" - the University of Washington's The
Daily.
IfMr. Camp wants profanity,
here's some: WHY IN THE
HELL DIDN'T YOU STAY IN
SEATTLE, BENJI? I have been
at Central for over four years,
and I am finally sick to death of
listening to students from the
Westside deride Central and
Ellensburg and the entire eastern half of this state.
I, too, am from the Westside
(though not from Seattle, "the
cultural Mecca of Washington"). And I ha en to LOVE

Central, Ellensburg, and Eastern Washington. I also enjoy
The Observer - it is better
than ever this quarter.
I am sorry that Mr. Camp is
not able to appreciate The Observer for what it is - a real
newspaper. I'd rather read
something that is a little too intelligent like The Observer
than something that is quasiwitty fluff, like the Almighty U
of W's The Daily seems to be.

Darcie Chess

Latin word
endingset tu, editors?
I feel compelled to enlighten
you on Latin word endings. I
feel qualified to - I had six
years of Latin in high school.
I would feel better if I didn't
see these errors crop up again
and again in the official paper
of my future alma mater.
There are basically three noun
endings in the Latin language
(we'll ignore the irregular ones):
1. masculine, ends in -us
(alumnus); plural, -i (alumni).
2. feminine, ends in -a
(alumna); plural, -ae (alumnae).
3. neuter, ends in -um (curriculum); plural, -a (curricula).

Ellen Pope
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The Observer, the more or less
official student newspaper of
Central Washington University, is
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A prim.er for puffsters and pundits
events generated by our staff we have no idea what the hell it in a way we can verify.
into the round file it goes. If
you're talking about.
reporters and editors. Anyyou disguise your ad as news
6. Do say something of
- and it's been done - we'll
thing else gets published on a 5. Do be factual. We won"t
substance. We will not print
print libelous letters - we're thank-you letters or thinly
catch it, reject it, and suggest space-available basis.
held responsible for what we
you buy advertising space.
The Observer has received
veiled PR pitches - take out
print, even if it's your words. ·an ad if that's your purpose.
2. Write well. We have our
its share of justifiably harsh
If you want to tell us your
criticism in the past for
hands full as it is retooling
7. Most importantly, do
JIM THOMSEN
professor
sexually
harasses
peddling
"soft"
news.
This
is
our
reporter's
stories
without
write.
All of you have opinEditor-in-chief
worrying about doing a slash- one way we're doing our best you or something like that,
ions on legitimate campus
hate public relations.
you'd better be able to prove
and-burn on yours. Everyto live that reputation down
news issues. Let's hear them!
- by taking a "hard" line.
thing we publish conforms to
One of the greatest
And from what we've heard ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Associated Press style, and
ironies I know of is that
you'd
do
well
to
borrow
an
AP
so
far, most of you seem to
public relations practiapplaud that new direction.
tioners get paid more for tell- Stylebook long enough to
write your announcement.
ing lies than journalists get
paid for telling the truth.
Get a feel for how we do time,
Similarly, here's some
Okay, okay.. .ifnot exactly
date and place ... that sort of · "doobies" for letter writers.
lies, then a very selective
thing. We'll.tend to look
1. Do be brief. Make your
11111
- -~'").:r~ #~·
· ''
brand of truth.
much more kindly upon your
point right away - rambling
Well, unfortunately, we both submission.
on is only going to make the
need each other. The burden
3. Expect only a quick
readers lose interest. Say
of need, however, is on
who-what-why-whenwhat you have to say, then
PR...which allows us editors
where. Does anybody really
say it again in.~alf the words.
Home Decorating
Crafts
to merrily jerk them around.
need to know any more than
It's a much more effective
Fabrics
I get about two dozen press
that about you 'lecture, perway to communicate.
releases each week through
formance or blood drive?
2. Do be interesting. Boring _.
regular and campus mail.
Decisions on what warrant . and officious language turns ::
::
Most are not very newsworadditional coverage are made .people away. Speak to people JI
._
thy - thinly veiled advertise- on a situational basis :-. . on their level. A good idea is JI
._: ._
ments which get tossed out
whatever strikes us as news_'." · to write as though you were · ::
with barely a glance.
worthy enough to follow up ·
having a conversation.
::JI
That prejudice makes it
on. The more campus rele3. Do be clean. Obscenities
._
difficult, sometimes, to get to vant, the better... but it still
and graphic descriptions
_.
==·
the real news nuggets buried has to be news. The Ware
almost never help.you make _.Counted Cross-stitch
Quilting Fabrics
._
in these mediocrities. So to
Fair? Probably not. A lecture
yoilr point - they just make :: Supplies and Kits .
::
help those of you who have
by a visit~ng politician.
the reader say: "What an _.
....
::
.._
something more to' say than a Probably. There's no set
obstreperous butterhead." Or ........
· thank-you or announce a new criteria, and maybe we're not maybe not.
·. ~
- ....
.
product; here's The Obbeing fair, but, well, tough.
4. Do use correct gramserver Primer to Passable
4. No ·promi~es. Don't
mar, spelling and se• .
::
· ::-.
Public Relations Pli:ffery:
pressure.us with a hard sell.
tence structure to the best .._,
1. If it isn't news, nuke it. Gett~ngy9~ ~o1;1llcenient
of your ability. This basi::
::
Trash the thank-yous. Pl.it
published is a pnvilege, not a cally means: "Think it out." · _.
._
your partisanship aside and
right. Don't scream if it
It's our experience that :
.Wearable Art
Halloween Costum·e ._::
think very carefully about
doesn'; i;m:
..
.people ~sually d.ash off
::
Supplies
Fabrics
how many i}eople' actually,
That·s it. Sorry ifl came on
letters ma passmg fit of
_.
._
truthfully care about what
~sti:ong.~utourfunction
angerorinspiration.That's::
7\.
.
T
you propose to plug. We do is to dissemm~te news fine ---: just work it over a few _.
1" 1
::._
if we don't think a majority of balanced coverage and
times before you give it to us, JI
students won't be interested, commentary of campus
because, frankly, sometimes ::
.
._

I
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Scene
Wante.d : One tutor

and friend

Misdiagnosed as mentally retarded, Ellensburg man tries to make up for lost years

. by Monica Schuchard
Staff Reporter

amesCushmanneeds
a tutor. What he
wants is a friend.
Cushman is a 45year old Ellensburg man who
is trying to earn his high .
school diploma.
He is enrolled in the Nati o nal
Education
Corporation's Independent
Study program.
Without the benefit of a tutor, the Nov. '91 deadline he
set for himself will be impossible to meet.
Cushman has cerebral palsy,
a condition causing loss of
motor control resulting from
a brain disorder.
Shortly after his birth doctors diagnosed him as mentally retarded.
The diagnosis was wrong.
"They told my parents that I
was mentally retarded and Jim Cushman now has dreams of college and law school.
that I would never walk," he
Four years ago, a psychology
said. "If the doctors could see mentally retarded.
major from Central tested him
Cushman said of the placeme now."
in both aptitude and achieveCushman attended a one- ment, "I thought they were
ment and found that he was
room school in Montana until wrong."
He continued in the class until
not mentally retarded.
the fifth grade. There was only
Cushman began the indepenthe age of 21.
one teacher for 42 students.
Twenty-two years later he
dant study program in 1988.
His family moved to
Since then, he has had occaEllensburg when Cushman decided it was time to get his
sional help from various stuwas 14. He was placed in a high school diploma. His decidents.
special education class under sion was prompted by a former
Cushman blames public attiCentral student.
th~ assumption that he was

J

Observer photo

tudes toward the disabled for
his inability to find permanent
assistance.
"If they don't want to help me,
I can't tie them down", he said.
"I am not retarded. I can't talk
like you, but I can still think
like you."
Cushman feels a special tie to
Central and says he relates
well to college-age students.

"We have a wonderful college
here," he said. " I like to go to j
the campus and watch the students."
He is hoping that one of those
students can help him. He
would also like his tutor to be
someone he considers his
friend.
"I want someone that will be a
friend to me," he said. " Someone to go have pizza with. I
would be the best friend to
them."
Cushman studies for two
hours every day. At the end of
each assigned subject he fills
in an answer sheet and mails
the exam back to NEC. Ifhe
fails the test, he is allowed to
take a re-test.
So far, that has not happened.
He has earned, "mostly 70s
and 80s, -even a few 90s."
He said he started the program just to see if he could do
it, but now he dreams of college and law school.
Cushman was labeled "retarded" for 41 years. He is still '
trying to shake off that label,
even within his own family.
His father, who lives in Seattle, still considers him "his
retarded son."
"I am not retarded," he said.
"Ifpeople are afraid of me, they
have a problem. I don't.
"I am a very caring person. I
like people. Period."

Orchesis president lives to perform.
by Samantha Swain
Staff reporter

ost people, at
one time or
another, picture
themselves doing
something they have always
wanted to do but never will.
The pe_rforming arts probably motivates this the most
in people. It gives them a
chance to fantasize about
being under the limelight,
receiving applause and
boWing to conclude a miraculous presentation of
their imagined talent.
Mary Radeke, 22, is president and assistant director
for the Central dance group
Orchesis. She does not need
to imagine herself performing - she has been performing since ·she was four.
Radeke, a senior at Central, majors in psychology
with a minor in zoology. She
first became involved with
the dance group in 1987.
"I went to the spring show
in the Tower Theatre," she
said. "I talked to some
people, found out when they
rehearsed, watched them,
and the next fall I joined!"
By her second year at Central she joined with the
dance group as publicity
manager. Then she moved
on to president and assistant director.
"I was motivated to move
up," she said. "I decided if I

"If I didn't
dance I wouldn't
be who I am."
- Mary Radeke
was going to keep dancing I
was going to put a whole lot
into it."
That motivation is what kept
·Radeke dancing from her preschool days to the present.
At four, Radeke was a part of
a creative preschool dance
group at a community center
in Seattle, where she grew up.
At six, Radeke started at the
Margaret Tapping School of
Dance in Seattle, and at 10
she was accepted into the
prestigious Cornish Institute
Of Allied Arts.
While there, Radeke learned,
through a program called the
Royal Academy Of Dance, the
English dance style. Along
with that she studied classical
ballet and modern dance.
"I learned the Graham technique, based on a form of
modern dance that Martha
Graham developed," Radeke
said.
The dancers would study for
three to six months and then
take exams. Radeke successfully passed two of these exams.
At Cornish, in addition to
the training and exams,
Radeke was in a junior company one year and an appren-

tice for a senior company the
next. She also did two years
of "Nutcracker" performances
and summer dance classes
for the Pacific Northwest
Ballet.
"I really enjoy dancing,"
Radeke said. "If I didn't
dance I wouldn't be who I
am."
"One of the hardest things
to do is to come to terms with
the fact that I will never
make it as a prim.a ballerina," Radeke said. "I don't
think I am talented enough. I
must not be coming to terms
with it though, because I am
still dancing!"
She continues to be active
with Orchesis this quarter
and plans to throughout the
year. She encourages others
interested in dance to get
involved.
"Definitely do it," she said.
"As far as the intimidating
aspect of it goes, it is an opportunity to perform. Some
who join have never danced
before. They are usually the
most creative choreographers
and dancers. You just have to
.be dedicated and enjoy performing!"
Although a great deal of
Radeke's life seems committed to the dance floor, she
has many other interests and
has had great opportunities
to pursue them.
Traveling has played a big

See ORCHESIS I pg. 12

-

-
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Mary Radeke, assistant director for the dance group,
Orchesis
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Her name was Lola... was she a showgirl?
Legendary hanging death adds spice to Kamola's (bi-?) annual haunted house party
by Shawn Korynta
Staff reporter

According to rumors and past
records, there seems to be a
ghost roaming around Kamola
Hall.
Running into this "ghost"
could be just one of the frightening events to take place at
Kamola Hall's open house this
Halloween.
Rumors have it that during
World War II the hall was a
residence hall for women.
"There was one woman, Lola,
whose lover was away at war,"
said Dan Slater, committee
memberfor the haunted house.
"She became depressed one
night, so she tied a rope around

her neck and hung herself."
The hanging took place on
the fourth floor.
The floor is now closed and
padlocked because it is structurally unsafe.
Several residents since that
time have reported sounds
coming from that floor.
Lola has become a part of
the folklore and tradition of
Kamola Hall.
The hall is known for its
endless hallways and staircases. For those unfamiliar
with the hall, it is easy to get
lost.
Lola walks the halls, haunting the residents, according
to legend.
"The halls used to have long

dressing mirrors," said Slater.
"They were removed because
residents were getting scared."
Residents walking the dark
halls would get scared by their
own reflection or those of another passing resident. ·
These qualities of Kamola
became the basis for the
haunted house, which began
in the early 1970s.
The haunted house began to
provide extra funds for hall
activities.
"It's one of the biggest money
makers on campus," said
Guido Douvis, chairperson of
the haunted house.
Normally, the haunted house
takes place every other year
because it is so expensive to
operate.
Thanks to the dedication of
this year's committee, it is able
to run two consecutive years
in a row.
Douvis said the theme this
year takes a more theatrical
Christopher Stoneffhe Observer
tone rather than grotesque.
Jilted
Lola,
a
rumored
ghost
stalking
Kamola, was left 'dan"Special effects will be used,"
gling' at the altar.
said Douvis. "We wanted to be
artistic as well as fun."
The hall has also received
support from the community.
Several stores have donated
supplies, furniture and costumes.
"Community involvement
really helped to get the house
organized," said Douvis.
The haunted house will open
When you need to make a serious impression,
Oct. 26 and 27 from 8 p.m. to
you
need to look great on paper. We have the highest
midnight. Admission is $2 per
quality
full-color or black & white copies, laser output and
person.
full typesetting services. Need to get serious? See us!
The haunted house will have
tour guides in costume to escort "victims" through different scenes and rooms.
The public, or at least those
not faint of heart, is welcome
3rd & Main
(509) 925-1234
to attend.

Get
Serious.

. . . Russ Burtnerffhe Observer

Schambacher's elephant desk resides once again
in Central's library.

It's ajupgll} out,tH.ere
eled across t~~ tO a Pi~neer
Square gallery~
The elephant·then toured
An 850-pound, 9-foot-6-inch California, ·. appearing at
elephant resides in the Cen- Abercrombie and Fitch in
tral library.
.
BeverlyHills, the University
The elephant:~ wooden roll.;. of.•·.· California,> Dominguez
top desk,· is ·the creation of HiUsaridthe·PacificDesign
Chris Schambacher, . an <.Center iri Hollywood.>
Ellensburg carpenter.
<At Abercrombieand Fitch,
. _He .completed the ·desk .· iri aCtressEvaGaborpassedher
1976 after working on it for judgement·on the piece. ·
three and a half years.
· .·. "She didn't think it was too
Schambacher, a former Ceri- cool,~ .J. Schambacher > said.
tral art student, described the . · "She · smell~c_l . reall:y ·good
piece as ' "an expression~"
though.~ ) > > .•. .
</
The elephant was crafted
Time-Life Books disagreed
"from the inside out." .The in- with Gabor. The elephant apside ·portion had ·to 'be . engi- · pearedinitsJ981Advariced
neered first so various parts .· Woodworking manual.
would function properly.
· The desk .r eturned to CenAfter completion, the desk ·· tral two years ago ona "semiwas at Central's library for~ perinaJ1ent loan."
short time before it went on
Schambacher spent ·those
its first exhibit at the Seafirst two years erasing the signs
Bank at Fourth and Madison of wear and tear from years
in Seattle. From there it trav..: of travel.
·
by Monica Schuchard
Staff Reporter

RESERVE

OFFICERS'

TRAINING

C 0 RPS

e(l)Y 'TAN

Suntana-Wolff-20 minutes*

* CLEAN AND COMFORTABLE *
Warm up your Body and Look Great!

TBE MOST EXCITING FEW HOURS
YOU'LL SPEND ALL WEEK.

420 N. Pine 925-7726
Next to Artistry of Eileen & Co.

-- MOST LOCAL COUPONS ACCEPTED-* FDA required

,

........................................................................................................
Mama's Cookin'Cajun
~

~

~

~
~

~
~

Located at Ken's Texaco
on 8th, West of Jerrol's

I

~

FEATURING

~

* Catfish Strips * Spicy Chicken Strips

.

I~CHICKEN

,

FREE POP WITH THIS AD!.
Also .. .for non-cajun food lovers:

_

Find out more. Contact Captain
Maassen, Room 202, Peterson Hall. Or
call 963-3518.

~

~
* Shrimp * Jambalaya * Cajun Burger * Red ~
~Beans & Rice * Spicy Curly Fries * Cajun Smoked Sausages

~

Build your self-confidence in an exciting
Army ROTC elective. We'll get you out of the
classroom and into adventure.
Open to all freshmen and sophomores
without obligation. Class size is limited so
register today.

I
~

~
FAJITAS, ELEPHANT EARS, CARAMEL APPLES~
...............................................................................................................
.......

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COWGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
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Radeke: 'I'm ready to work!'
From ORCHESIS I pg. 10

Christopher Stoneffhe Observer

Christina Lehmann, 1990-91 jazz assistant to John Moawad

Central graduate
assists··Moawad
· with jazz program
by Gina Zukos.k i
Staff reporter ·

In her sixth and' final year at
Central·, Christina Lehmann is
busily sharing her first-hand
knowledge ~nd appreciation of ·
the jazz idiom.
Lehmann, a graduate_student
working on her master's degree
in conducting, received her
bachelor's degree.in music education last sptjhg at Central.
Lehmann has the 1990-91jazz
assi~tants.hip under pr-0fessor
John Moawad. ·
.
This entails 20 hours of teaching per week in the music department plus 14 credit hours
of classes.
In reality, the 20 hours ofteaching "turns out to be a lot more,"
said Lehmann.
Her teaching involves directing two performing ensembles:
Jazz Band II and Jazz Choir II.
Currently, Lehmann· is auditioning participants . for the
groups.
After auditioning for positions
in Central's jazz groups, she
admits that "it's different being
on the other side of the coin."
She is no stranger to performingjazz, insofar as she has been
playing saxophone and singing
for more than 10 years.
·
Her vocal talent and prowess
are undeniable. Her "scat," (i.e.,
vocal improvisation-lyrically,
rhythmically and melodically)
singing is reminiscent of Ella

DOG&CAT
LICENSING
CITY ANIMAL SHELTER

$5.00 altered dogs
$2.00 altered cats
$25.00 non-altered dogs
$10.00 non-altered cats

Please furnish proof
of rabies vaccination
and alteration from
your vet.

901 Industrial Way
962-7246
Mon.-Fri. Noon - 5:30
Sat. - Noon - 4:00
Sun. - Closed

Fitzgerald, whom Lehmann
considers an influence.
In her performance career
Lehmann has played with and
sang for Central's Jazz Band
and Central's Choir I
for five years.
·
"I miss playing and singing
inMoawad's groups," she said.
"It's. weird not performing
and teaching instead," said
Lehmann.
What about spending six
years in a location some consider to be lacking? Lehmann
· has discovered the opposite.
"I love the town," she said.
"It's a great place to get things
done ... nice people, good enviroriment, not too stressful and
very artistic."
About the music department, Lehmann said, ·"Central is · different from other
jazz programs due to .the respect Mr. Moawad has- for
classics and keeping old stuff
alive."
This is· something she also
plans to do. After graduation,
she would like to "teach at the
junior-high level somewhere
in the Gig Harbor area," because of the geographical location and a desire ~o be near
her family.

part in Radeke's life.
When she was a junior in
high school Radeke traveled
to Italy with her grandmother
for five weeks.
While there, she traveled to
Milan, Venice, Florence,
Rome, Serrento, and Denmark.
"I learned a lot," she said.
"Patience for one... and I
learned there are other things
out there besides my own back
yard."
The summer of her junior
year at Central, Radeke went
to Africa.
"The tour book said it was
rough and rugged but I wasn't
prepared for the fact that I
didn't see a shower or a toilet
the whole time we were there,"
Radeke said.
Radeke went to Africa by
herself and hooked up with a
tour group when she got there.
"I blindly walked into it and
it turned out to be one of the
best experiences of my life,"
Radeke said. "It changed the
way I think about life and·
death,. because the people I
met and experiences I had
were so backward."
Radeke described one inci- dent that·occurred while she
was in Zaire.
She and a group of people she
wastravelingwith came upon
a woman who had her hand
wrapped up in newspaper. She
had badly cut it.
Radeke explained that. she
had tried to help the woman
. QY offering her medicine. The
· other family members that
were present disallowed it.·
"The way I understood it was
thatthe woman would die from
the injury and the family
needed more room to feed the
children," Radeke said.
Her trip also added to her
interest in chimpanzees.
"When I was with the tour
group I was able to spend time
in an area that was occupied
by two large groups of chimps.
We saw some night nests, then
the group was able to follow a
silver back gorilla in Zaire for
about fifteen minutes."
Radeke's experiences caused
her to change her outlook on

et's say that your friends spent all
L
afternoon trying to find you to make
plans to go to the game, (How cou!ri they

every day life and added to her
education at Central. Now that
Radeke has been accepted into
graduate school at Central, she
is going full speed ahead with
her study of primate behavior..
"I'm ready to work!" Radeke
said.
She has worked for the chimp
lab in the psychology department since the fall of 1989.
"I became interested in the
lab when I heard the chimps
banging around above one of
my classes," she said. "I went
and knocked on the door and
picked up an application to
work there."
It took awhile for her to be
accepted. Before she was eligible, Radeke had to take sign
language and a class from Dr.
Roger Fouts.

"It was scary. I have always
loved animals," she said. "It was
amazing to actually be communicating with the chimps."
"I enjoy the philosophy of the
lab," she added. "They are kind
of a family to me (the chimps).
I am devoted to them."
For the time being, Radeke
will be concentrating on her
graduate studies but plans to
continue worklng with Orchesis.
"I love to get in front of groups
and teach something," she said.
"Whether I want to or not I
demand attention all the time.
I am very much a performer. It
has forced me to to have to think
in different . ways and to do
things I am not always comfortable with. It gives me a lot of
confidence."

FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM
$

IN
JUST
ONE

WEEK.

Earn up to SI()()() in one week for your campus organization.

Plus a chance at s5000 more!
This program works! No investment needed.

Call 1-800-932-0528 Ext.

.

•1111~
1111,,.
I

. American ~ric
, A.ssocialion

so

WELCOME
STUD,E N·T S
&

STAFF

BYRON E. THOMAS, 0. D.
'E LLENSBURG VISION CLINIC
WE WOULD LIKE TO BE OF SERVICE TO YOU.
WE OFFER • COMPLETE EYE CARE
• OPTICAL DISPENSARY

Introducing TeleMessaging ...

knmr that you had a chemistry lab to
m,1kr up?)

:}~E.~~~:~~;~0:,~dro It Beats The
servit:e, you could have left them a
mes,;.~gr that would have told them where
you were, when you would be home, and
allowed them to leave a message ror you.
Th.it's just one or the many ways
Telel\lrssaging keeps you in touch. And the
good news is that ii costs only $4 .50 per
1110111:1. There's nothing to buy, no gMbled
tape recordings to deal with .
To rind out how you can use
TeleMessaging, just lake this ad home and
call our TeleMessaging Demonstration Lin e.
We h.,\e ,1 mess,1ge waiting there just for
you .. .

.-,. Ellensburg
~ Telephone
305 N. Ruby, Ellensburg • 925-1425

Beep Out Of One Of These ...
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Havel's 'Memorandum'
saved by cast and crew
Comical 'gems'
shine through
complicated farce

MARLA PUGH
Scene Editor

he Memorandum,
the first of this
season's plays at Central, opened last Friday with warm performances
by the cast, but with a cool
reception for theater-goers.
This "cool reception" refers to
the chilling temperature in
McConnell auditorium, which
took away from some very
impressive performances.
Memorandtim, written by
Czechoslavakian president
Vaclav Havel, is a play dealing
with the mockery of bureaucracy and the loss of humanity.
Havel expresses these themes
through a plot about the development of an artificial language, invented to improve
communication and eliminate
misunderstandings.
This artificial language,
known as Ptydepe (tie-deh-pee)
provides the basis for a comical
farce - from the ruthless Jan
Ballas (on the side of the bureaucracy), to the easily manipulatedJoseph Gross (on the
side of humanity).
The playitselfis twelve scenes
moving counter-clockwise
through a three-part set designed by Eric M. Klein, whose
work for Memorandum was

T

judged by the American College Theater Festival.
The set provided a smooth
transition, from the director's
office through the Ptydepe
classroom to the translation
center.
With the help of select lighting, the set allowed the audience a clear view of all action
appearing on stage.
The costumes and make-up
were also exceptional, from
bald caps to "Moses-like"
beards.
However, like the scientific
language Ptydepe, something
disappears in the translation
of this play. Vaclav not only
makes his point in this play,
but hits you over the head
with it.
The script is long, complicated, and seems to take its
time coming to the point.
Dialogue, while at times
quite funny, grows tiresome.
The cast itself reflected this
- later in the play, lines began
breaking down. After two
hours of speaking Ptydepe,
who could blame them?
Despite Memorandum~s
ability to complicate a rather
simple plot, the cast was able
to save the play with some
great moments of humor and
farce.
Professor Mark Lear, played
by Jeff DeCamp, had a brilliant sense oftiming and could
easily conjure up visions of a
few nightmarish professors of
any college student. His mastering of this role provided a
welcome refresher betw~en
more serious, complicated
scenes.
Brandy White, Tricia Thiel,
and Amber Stenbeck work
well together as Lear's three
clerks hopelessly trying to
master Ptydepe.
Miss Thumb, played by
Joanne Haner, could not have

What's Happening
In Music•••at Hertz Hall:
-Thurs. Oct. 25 8 p.m.
Guest vocalist:
GaryMaybry
-Sat. Nov. 3 at 8 p.m.
NAJE Nite featuring
small group jazz combos
-Sun. Nov. 4 at 3 p.m.
Joint Junior Guitar
Recital (Frank Seeburger
and Jim Durkee)
In Drama..•
-at McConnell
Oct. 26 & 27 at 8 p.m.
The Memorandum, by
Vaclav Havel

-at Tower Theatre
Nov. 16, 17, 29, 30 &
Dec. 1 at 8 p.m.
The Importance of Bein~
Earnest by Oscar Wilde

e

In Art•••at the Sarah Spurgeon
Gallery (Randall Hall):
-thru Oct. 26
Jameson I Jameson
Father I son exhibit
-Oct. 31 - Nov. 21
Book Art by Jim Koss
and Kate Leonard
In Film •••at McConnell:
Classic Film Series
-Sun. Oct. 28 at 7 p.m.
"Mystery Train"
-Sun. Nov. 4 at 7 p.m.
"Handmaid's Tale"

been any more convincing as
the class know-it-all.
Other comic relief came from
Jennifer Fox as the gossipy
secretary.
The staff of the Ptydepe
translation center, made up
of Mark Wavra, Jane Finnegan and Erik Sniedze, played
together perfectly from
Wavra's role as the conceited
chauvinist Alex Savant to
Finnegan's role as the office
bimbo Helena, and finally, to
Sniedze's role as the mannerless Otto Stroll.
Supporting the cast is new
actress Amy Mucken, who convincingly plays Gross' admirer
and confidant, Maria.
And Greg Miller gets one of
the biggest laughs ofthe night
as the staff watcher.
S. Henry Hettick played the
lead as the spineless and everconfused Joseph Gross and
had moments of great insight
to his character.
Hettick did his job beautifully, evoking sympathy despite the frustration the audi- .
ence felt toward his lack of
action.
Todd Goldberg was even
more convincing as the office
"slime-ball" Jan Ballas, plotting and counter-plotting
himself into his bureaucratic
corner.
Not once did his character
waver - he remained rotten
to the end.
Art Williams; Ballas' not-sofaithful sidekick Mr. Pillar,
added to the farce with his silent yet humorous depiction.
A credit to the cast and director Richard Leinaweaver, the
most shining moments of this
play were those of perfectly
executed timing.
Despite moments of checkingyourwatch, it is well worth
sitting through for the "gems"
scattered throughout the play.
Memorandum proves to be
the most entertainment for
your money on campus this
weekend. Don't miss a chance
at seeing what good acting
and direction can do for a notso-great play. Don't forget to
bring your coat though.
Memorandum continues
Oct. 26 and 27 with two 8 p.m.
performances.
Tickets are $4 general admission and $3 for students
and seniors.
They are available through
the drama department or at
the door.
Watch for Tlie Importance
of Being Earnest by Oscar
Wilde at Tower Theatre Nov.
16, 17, 29, 30, and Dec. 1.

sponsored by KOBE-FM
!Ba~~lbatU

0

!Fooftlba~~ o !Ba~k~ftlba~~ o

Ho(Ck<ay

Hal Holmes Center
201 North Ruby

Saturday, October 27
1 Oa.m. -- 5 p.m.

Admission: Adults $1.00 Youth Free

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Misc..•
-Thurs. Nov. 1 at 10 a.m. and
noon in the SUB Pit
world famous pool hustler
Jack White performs

<Warej:air
YO: Ware Fair
WIHIIEM: November 28, 29, 30
WIHIIEIB.JE: SUB

Invited Guests
Phyllis Jean - Beadwork & Leather
Jane Ray- Notecards
Nadine & Dennis Boni - Jewelry
Lucky Willet - Ellensburg Blue
Myrl Baird - Jewelry

R.S.V.P.

Regrets Only

cwareJ=air

Complete Auto Repair
FOREIGN OR DOMESTIC

Oiyora ~ Gift

925--1665

Billiard Supplies & Dart Supplies
OPEN SATURDAYS

1202E.10th
Next to
First.& Last
Chance

Tavern

Open
12-5pm

Coupon Exp 10/31

M-F
962-4438

o ~~©.

1102 Canyon Road

Next to Les Schwabe

UTRANSMISSIONS
UCLUTCHES
UTUNE-UPS
UBRAKES
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Sports
Loggers last home test for No. ·1 'Cats
by Phil Hoffman
Acting sports editor

ne week after a bad
scare at Eastern
Oregon, Central left
no doubt about the
outcome of its game with the
-Simon Fraser Clansmen last
Saturday.
Before the Homecoming crowd
could get nestled into their
seats, the Wildcats scored two
touchdowns in the first 91 seconds of the game and never
looked back in a 45-10 thumping of SFU.
With their No. 1 national ranking still intact, the Wildcats
host the University of Puget
Sound this Saturday in their
final regular-season home
game at 1:30 p.m.
UPS enters Saturday's game
0-3 in league, 3-3 overall, but
will be out to avenge a 35-0 loss
to the 'Cats last year in Tacoma.
Last weekend the Wildcats got
offensive balance in the form of
three touchdown passes from
quarterback Terry Karg to Eric
Boles and three first-quarter ·
touchdowns from running back
Kenny Thompson.
Thompson also led the Central ground attack with 74
yards on 16 carries.
"We've been starting slow the
last couple games," Karg said.
"We needed to come out and
establish ourselves early and
we did it."
Boles, who finished the game
with five receptions for 121
yards, tied a single-game Central record with three touchdown receptions, a record
shared by several players.
Karg hit James Atterberry for
a 35-yard gain on the first play
from scrimmage and Thompson

0

FOOTBALL
~
'CAT
j "'--~ •i 1

TRACKS

Last game: Defeated Simon
Fraser at home, 45-10.
·
Record: 6-0 (4-0 league) J>
Stars: Wide receiver Eric
Boles and running back ·
Kenny Thompson scored · .· ...· ·•
three touchdowns apiece.
Next: University of Puget
Sound, home, 1:30 p.m.
Radio: KXLE-AM 1240.

then r .an 23 yards to the Clansmen 4-yard line, where he
scored on Central's third offensive play.
After safety Brion Mattson
returned an interception 44
yards to the 3-yard line, Thompson scored his second
touchdown in less than two
minutes.
"We were able to get the ball
in the end zone when we got
down in scoring position,"
Central Coach Mike Dunbar
said. "We talked about it in
practice because we weren't
able to do it against Eastern
Oregon."
The 'Cats secondary shut
down highly-touted Clansmen
receiver Nick Mazzoli.
Mazzoli entered the game as
one ofthe top all-purpose yardage leaders in the nation He
also leads in touchdowns with
11, but his four catches for 79
yards were never a factor.
The one bright spot for the
Clansmen was freshman running back Rick Walters, who
gained 104 yards on 22 carries
and scored SFU's only touchdown.
Central led 21-7 in the second
quarter when Boles blew by
his defender and caught a 45yard touchdown pass from

Arnie Norem,Jr./The Observer

Freshman running back Tyson Raley barrels off tackle for short yardage early in the
Wi.ldcats' 45-10 Homecoming romp over Simon Fraser.

Karg to put the 'Cats up 28-7.
With only :28 remaining in
the half, Karg lofted a pass
over the defender to Boles for a
25-yard touchdown, as the
'Cats led 35-7 at halftime.
"He's just a great, hard-nosed
competitor," Dunbar said of
Karg, who completed 16-of-22
passes for 246 yards and has
thrown for 200 or more yards
in three consecutive games.
Sandwiched between secondhalf field goals by each team
was a 10-yard touchdown pass
from Karg to - who else Boles.
The Loggers' top threat is
sophomore running back Gary

McCurty, who earned first
team All-Conference honors
"We needed to
last year and averages 9~ rushcome out and
ing yards per game and 137.2
establish
all-purpose yards.
"He's as good a back as there
ourselves early
is in the league," Dunbar said
and we did it."
of McCurty, who has scored
nine touchdowns this season.
Another big gun for UPS is
-Terry Karg
freshman quarterback Jason
Olson.
for losses with 14, and defenOlson has thrown for nearly sive back Ryan Gray, who
1,000yards and has four touch- ranks third in interceptions
down passes.
with five.
The defense is anchored by
Gray set a Columbia Football
outside linebacker Jose Cas- Association record last weektanon, who leads the Columbia end with a 99-yard pickoff reFootball Association in tackles turn.

Spikers' season surpassing expectations
Wildcats all but
assured of No. 1
playoff seeding
next weekend
by Phil Hoffman
Acting sports editor

efore this season
began, Central
volleyball coach John
Pearson doubted his
team could better its careerbest 32-9 record from a year
ago.
The Lady 'Cats may have
put those doubts to rest with
their final home appearance
last Friday.
Central defeated LewisClark State 15-13, 12-15, 159, 15-1, to almost assure the
Lady 'Cats of the No. 1 seed
heading into the NAIA
District 1 tournament next
weekend.
, The Wildcats, ranked 12th
in the lastest national NAIA
poll, improved their Eastern
Central's Michelle Hiebert sets up one of her match-high 53 Division record to 4-1.
Central is 30-9 overall assists against Lewis-Clark State last Friday.

B

VOLLEYBALL
'CAT
TRACKS
Last week: Defeated Lewis
& Clark State to take first>
place in division.
Record: 30-9 (4-1 league):
jstars:'Michelle Hiebert >
dished out 53 assists. Tina>
Torgeson led five Wildcats ih
double figureswith 19 kills.
...

c

Next: at Western tomorrow;
at Seattle Pacific Monday.

only their second 30-win
season in school history.
"It was a good team win,"
Pearson said. "It was a good
win on the road to districts."
After coming from behind to
win the first game, the Lady
'Cats let the second game slip
away after leading 12-9 . .
The Lady 'Cats rebounded
to take the next two games,
including the final game in
which Central dominated
from start to finish.
Tina Torgeson led the Central attack with 19 kills,
while Barb Bardwell added

14 and 17 digs.
Michelle Hiebert repeatedly
set up her teammates with
picture-perfect assists.
Hiebert, averaging 11.1 assists per game, racked up 53
against the Warriors.
"Tina, Shana (Pepper),
Michelle and Barb all played
the games of their lives,"
Pearson said.
Brenda Moore also turned
in a solid effort for the Lady
'Cats. Moore had 14 kills and
17 digs.
Central will travel to
Bellingham tomorrow to
battle Western and will
conclude the season Monday
in Seattle against Seattle
Pacific University.
Of Central's nine losses this
year, five were to the University of British Columbia,
which hasn't lost to an
American school in nearly
three years.
Torgeson, Moore, Bardwell,
Jenny Nelson and Lisa
Neuneker, all seniors, were
awarded with roses before
the game in honor of their
contributions to the Central
volleyball program.

· Trying to stretch dollars when you're
computer shopping doesn't mean you' re willing
to make sacrifices.
That's why you should consider
the new, affordable Macintosh®
Classic® computer.
Apple introduces
the Macintosh Classic.
It has everything you need.
including a monitor, keyboard, mouse, 2 megabytes of RAM, and
a 40-megabyte hard disk.Just plug everything in and the Macintosh
Classic is ready to run, because the system software is already
installed~ And, thanks to the Macintosh computer's legendary ease
of use, you'll be up and running in no time.
Like every Macintosh, the Classic can run thousands of available applications that all work in the same, consistent way-so
once you've learned one program, you're well on your way to
learning them all. And this is one cheap roommate that doesn't have
trouble sharing. The Apple® SuperDrive'.'.:'....standard equipment

For more information please visit the

University Bookstore

• Macintosh Classic computers purchased before January 1991 include system software on floppy disks; software 1s not 1nsta11ed.
©1990 Apple Computer. Inc Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh. are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. SuperDnve and "The
power to be your best" are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc Classic 1s a registered trademark licensed to Apple Computer, Inc. MS-DOS
1s a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. OS/2 1s a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation

Or Contact Jason Hazlett
,_ 962-8449

•® The power to be your

best~
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Men's hoop starts Saturday

P L u·· =:p o p s C e n t r a l s o c c e r

Player, playoff ineligibility could dampen Coleman's debut

out of
..

·.··,·.;.·.· ·.·.

When Central opens its 199091 men's basketball season this
Saturday in Victoria, British
Columbia, against the University of Victoria, a Nicholson
will not be directing the Wildcats' fortunes for the first time
in 61 years.
Gil Coleman, a 1981 Central
graduate, has replaced the
legendary Dean Nicholson as
head coach.
Prior to Dean's 26-year tenure, in which he won 609 games
and took the 'Cats to 22 national tournaments, his father
Leo had been head coach since
1929.
Dean Nicholson resigned in
March following a player-payment scandal that cost the
men's basketball program its
postseason eligibility for the
next two years.
The Wildcats do not play again
until Nov. 10 in their annual
Alumni game.
Central's home opener is Dec.
8 against Simon Fraser.
Coleman, 33, believes the
Wildcats could struggle early,
but they have the makings of a
very fine basketball squad.
"We'll struggle early without
Norm Calhoun, Terry Britt and
Jason Eckert," Coleman said.
"Basically we're starting the
season withjust one starter off
last year's team."
The 1989-90 squad won 31
games, lost five and advanced
to the quarterfinals at the
NAIA national tournament.
Jason Pepper, a 6-4 sopho-

~

~~

•

Gil Coleman

more who averaged 7.1 points
and 4.2 rebounds, is the lone
returning starter.
Britt also started last season
and was Central's second leading rebounder, averaging 6.1,
but he and Eckert, who led
Central with 33 three-pointers
last year, will not be available
until the end of fall quarter.
Calhoun, who played little
action due to an injury, is not
enrolled as a full-time student
this fall and can't join the team
· until classes begin for winter
quarter in January.
Pepper, Britt and Eckert are
ampng eight players from last
year's District 1 championship
team. ·
Also back are guards Jay Shinnick and Brian Link, forwards Greg Sparling and J ason Pederson, and center Otto
Pijpker.
Central's top three scorers,
guards Scott Kenney and Jim
Toole and forward David Jones,
are among the four players lost

TASTY

~

a

~~

111,•

.,,,

Espresso

from the 1990 squad.
"We lost our second all-time
leading assist man and our top
scorer, so it will be a challenge
to get something done," Coleman said.
Joining Shinnick, Link and
Calhoun in the guard picture
are Eastern Washington University transfer Jeff Albrecht,
and Bobby Lee, who played at
Centralia Community College.
Albrecht, who saw limited
action at EWU, played for
Coleman at Juanita High
School.
"He is a good floor leader, an
excellent passer and is also a
very fine defensive player,"
Coleman said.
Also on the team this year are
Tacoma CC transfer Chris
Westby, a 6:.7 sophomore, and
Jason Wildenborg, a 6-8 freshman from Juanita.
Redshirting are prize recruits
Larry Foster, a 6-3junior guard
from Tacoma CC who led all
state community college players in scoring last season; and
Heath Dolven, a 6-3junior
guard from Columbia Basin
College in the Tri-Cities.
They want to preserve their
remaining year of eligibility for
Central's 1992-93 probation
year, when the Wildcats once
again become eligible for
postseason play.

postsea~qn para~le · ·
·:-·

· ···:

..

by Greg L Mill~{
Staff Reporter
.<
..
·
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Both the c~~i~Millen's and •=•·':
women's soccer teams have
been eliminated from
postseason competition by
Pacific Lutheran University. ·
The men's soccer team Jost
a heartbreake:r,,Su:riday; . . .·····•
Pacific Lutheran University
scored on.a penalty kick in ,
overtime to defeat the Wildcats 2-1 at Tomlinson Field. .
The loss dropped the Wildcats to 1-2 in districts and 6~ · ·
6-1 overall. < . y. ==\+,,.,·.•>···
Despite being mocked Hut
of playoffcontentio11; Cen7 /
tral can stillwinthe Cas- >
cade Divisiontiffo of the ....·....·...
Northwest SodcerConfE?r.i '
ence with vfofories in its last
two matches. Thetealll's ·
final home rnatChisSatur-·· ·=· · =·· siori. · )
/ · ·. >= ,
day at 2 p.m. agajµst Simon
Offensively; sophomore
Fraser. The 'Cats conclude
Erin Murphy is fot:t1'1;h ) ),/
their season Stinday agairist . , .•·. divisionally ~th 26 pOmts )
Gonzaga University. /··· ·
·(Ugoals, 4 assists). Juiliof .>. =
The women's soccer teamr . ·· Katie Isley is eighth withl.5,>
meanwhile, dropped a 7-0 ·. . points (6 goals, 3 assists) . . ·..
decision to the Lutef) .Tues::. ·'
For the men's team, fresh.i .·
day in Tacoma ill a
.· ·.·.. llum Janko Gil is the y
showdown for
N orthwesf . Casc~d¢ Division's·storlrig< ••·· · ·
Soccer Conference Silver > leader, tied·at 25 po~D;ts < ,.
Division title. ·• t<
?·••==.,··
·./'. . •.. ·· wit.h OregoD.State~sRidi/ff
The PLU women; the .. t. = =·= .. .. Kempf. Go~keeper Dan<·
/
returning two-tilile NAIA ·. .•. . · Marquett; junior, lead~ )
national charnpi01is,.scored .=· · ·= the.division with a ·l.04
...
two goals in the firstt\\79 < F. goa.1~:against ~ver~ge: ! /

<. . .,·. ·. ·

the
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Alpental -·~
Ski Acres ~·Snoqualmie

*

cwu
STUDENTS!

Now Hiring

Variety of part-time and
weekend positions available
for winter employment. Great
benefits including skiing
·
privleges. Come work and ski
with us this winter!

Job Fair
Tuesday, Oct. 30
10:00-4:00
SUB, Room 204

HONEY HILL fARMS:
THE ULTIMATE FROZEN YOGURT rw

For more information and an
application, call 232-8182

BULK FOOD!

Try trail mix or various
candies for Halloween

-~~~~e~~!26~~~~
~
.
925-7915

DiscoverBirkenstock
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Alpine & Nordic Rentals
Ski repairs & Service
Reserve your season
rentals now!

Sr-...

~

~

~

~

~~

~::c

925-E4626h
105 • 4t

~

Ellensburg
M-F 9am-6pm
Sat. 9am-5pm

,._

~

.,.

~
~

Discover how healthy and
comfortable your feet can be in
original Birkenstock footwear.
And d.iscover the fresh new
look of Birkenstock - sandals
1
and shoes in excitin'g new
~
colors and styles.
~

Your Diet Center

Your Diet Center

962-6607

962-6607 962-6607

Your Diet Center

Your Diet Center

962-6607

962-6607 962-6607

Diete

Center®

The weight-loss professionals.·
103 E. 4th
(Upstairs Davidson Bldg.)

Your Diet Center
Your Diet Center

10% OFF FOR CWU
STUDENTS-YOU CAN
LOSE 12 LBS BY HALLOWEEN, 27 LBS BY
THANKSGIVING & 47
LBS BY CHRISTMAS
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STATISTICS PAGE
Football (6-0, 4-0 league}

Central Washington 45, Simon Fraser 1O
Oct. 20, 1990
at Tomlinson Field
Central Washington
21
14
7
3 -45
Simon Fraser
7
O
3
0-10

Volleyball (30-9}

NAIA DIV. 2 NATIONAL
FOOTBALL RANKINGS

CWU - Thompson 4 run (Sparks kick) 14: 15, 1st
CWU - Thompson 3 run (Sparks kick) 13:29, 1st
SFU - Walters 2 run (Parades kick) 7: 14, 1st
CWU - Thompson 1 run (Sparks kick) 1:19, 1st
CWU - Boles 45 pass from Karg (Sparks kick) 6:37, 2nd
CWU - Boles 25 pass from Karg (Sparks kick) 0:28, 2nd
SFU - Parades 26 FG; 8:49, 3rd
CWU - Boles 1o pass from Karg (Sparks kick) 2:22, 3rd
CWU - Sparks 43 FG; 6:12, 4th
SFU
CWU
First downs
18
20
Rushes - yards
32-120
• 45-173
Passing yards
192
262
Comp-AU-Int
33-13-3
18-25-0
Penalties
5-45
10-81
Fumbles - lost
1-0
3-0
Time of possession
27:19
32:41
RUSHING-Central: Thompson 16-74, Raley 11-49, Karg
11-38, Peyser 3-6, Stradley 3-2, Heggenes 1-4. SFU: Walters
22-104, Bucciol 3-4, Reid 3-4, Watrin 2-1, Pemberton 2-7.
PASSING - Central: Karg 16-22-0--246, Stradley 2-3-0--16.
SFU: Bucciol 9-24-1--135, Watrin 4-8-2--57, Walters 0-1.
RECEIVING - Central: Boles 5-121, Atterberry 3-58, Gallaher
3-27, Raley 3-31, Thompson 2-9, Mackey 1-12, Heggenes 1-4..
SFU: Mazzoli 4-79, Simone 3-48, Gardner 2-23, Walters 2-9,
Pakulak 1-3, Reid 1-1, Morris 1-29.
Att.-3,000
CENTRAL FOOTBALL
SEASON STATISTICS

Rank
Team
1 CENTRAL WASHINGTON
2
Peru State N.E.
3
Tarleton State Texas
·4
Westminster, PA
5
Chadron State, NE
6
Wisconsin-Lacrosse
7
Pacific Lutheran
8
Missouri Valley
9
Georgetown, KY
10
Baker, KS
11
St. Mary of Plains KS
12
Concordia, WI
13
Mayville State, ND
14
Findlay, Ohio
15
Dickinson State, ND
16
Greenville, IL
17
William Jewell, MO
18
Nebraska Wesleyan
19
Teikyo Westmar, IA
20
Bethany, KS
21
Geneva, PA
22
Austin College, TX
23
Whitworth, Wash.
24
Friend~KS
25
Linfield, OR.

CENTRAL VOLLEYBALL SEASON STATISTICS
Player
Kills
Assists
Aces Digs
Blocks
Bardwell
275
18
21
314
38
Burke
O
4
4
63
o
Carroll
77
5
1
45
17
Hiebert
60
1279
18
299
38
Huff
50
46
10
49
27
Jones
140
8
3
83
69
Moore
302
1O
18
380
23
Nelson
1
4
7
232
O
Nueneker
128
6
5
116
17
Norris
4
2
9
108
3
Pepper
134
9
3
98
46
Torgeson
298
46
16
353
52
Wingerter
147
12
22
202
114

Soccer
CENTRAL MEN'S SOCCER STATISTICS (6-6-1)
Player
Shots
Goal
Assists
Gil
32
11
3
Neufeld
20
5
1
Noviks
17
2
1
GOALKEEPING
Saves
Goals Allowed
Marquett
45
12
CENTRAL WOMEN'S SOCCER STATISTICS (10-3-1)
Player
Shots
Goals
Assists
Murphy
37
11
4
Isley
39
6
3
GOALKEEPING
Saves
Goals Allowed
Harris
75
4

HALLOWEEN PAR·TY AT

OFFENSE
Yards
544
504
44
6
2
4

Rushing
Raley
Thompson
Karg
Peyser
Stradley
Heggenes

Car.
107
93
63
3
3
1

Passing
Karg
Stradley

Comps Yds
48
675
4
14

Receiving
Boles
Atterberry
Collins
Gallaher
Raley
Guy
Thompson

No.
20
16
7
9
7
3
2

MR.G's!

r--==~-----------------J·~~~1..-:l

Yards
341
235
81
145
51
52
9

SOFT. YOGURT
. DUTCH CHC\:OLATE
HOllEV ALMOHi>

Points
42
38
30

Scoring
Thompson
Sparks
Raley
DEFENSE
Tackles
McKenzie
Ross
Mattson
Olson
Fengler
Yonts
Mitchell
Gannon
Minnix

No.
55
55
38
37
37
32
30
30
27

Interceptions
Clark
Mattson

No.
3

Punting
Stradley

No.
43

Kick Scoring PAT
Sparks
·20/20

NEW CROP

KRAFT
CARAMELS

RED DELICIOUS
APPLES

1401.

59~.
POTATO CHIPS

POP

3

CRUSH & HIRES

Avg.
38.1

ASSORTED VARIETIES
6PACK

FG
6/11

LAST WEEK'S CFA SCORES
Central 45 Simon Fraser 10
PLU 38 at Linfield 24
West. Wash. 42 Eastern
Oregon 33
L&C 27 at Whitworth 31
Southern Oregon 29 Willamette 20
Oregon Tech 7 at UPS 26
Pacific 24 at W. Oregon 17

· Ellensburg •••

Mr.G's
QU11itr Senice

We D.A.R.E. you to enter
the KXLE Haunted Rouse!
October 25 thru Halloween Night

With In ldded Touch

GROCERY
8th I Chestnut ·• 925·2467

6 p.m. til 10:30 p.m.

at the Fairgounds
Admission: ONE CAN OF FOOD TO BENEFIT FISH
Sponsored by: Ellensburg D.A.R.E. Program, KXLE AM &
FM, the Kittitas County Fairgounds, Central Washington
University's
Drama Department and the Ellensburg
Rotary.
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INTRAMURAL STANDINGS
Volleyball

Football
MENS A

CO-ED A
Team

Win
4

P.T.S. Team
Six Pack
Xavier Schade

3
3
3
2
1
1

!
8 Ball Rollin
Fukitznukin
Team Lucky
Totally Pauly's

O~

Loss

Sportsmanship

0
1
1
1
2
3
3
4

9.50
7.75
9.20
8.20
7.60
10.00
9.60
8.16

CO-ED B
To Be Announced
Raiders
Volleybrawlers
Side Out
Party In Your Pants
50/50
Vivax Malaria
Strange Brew

4
3

3
3
2
1
0
0

0
1
1
1

9.50
8.75
10.00
9.60
10.00
10.00
10.00
8.60

2
. 3
4
4

CO-ED C
Schmidt Out Of Luck
T earn Sphincter
Pacific Heights
Blue Magic
Wing n A Prayer 2
Wild Thangs
Bushwackers
The Kamikazes

4
, 3
3

2
2
2
0
0

0
1
1
2

9.50
10.00
9.33
9.00
9.33

2

4
4

6.00
10.00
10.00

Team

Win

Loss

Sportsmanship

Headboard Shakers
Lance Vickerman
Campus Village
Marks Team
Not
Late
First/Last Chance Tavern

3
3
2
1
1
1
0

0
1
1
3
2
3
3

8.94
8.85
9.84
6.75
9.80
6.75
6.00

Shoes Unlimited
Just Do Us
Brewery Boys
Hans Gym
Cunning Linguistic~
Heckerpeads
Air Assualt
Overfed, Longhaired, Leaping ..

4
3
2
2
2
1
1
1

0
1
2 2
2
3
3
3

7.50
7.25
7.80
7.10
9.84
8.00
8.30
8.85

Mint/Roiders
Late Arrivals
H.W.A.
Chumpsticks
X"
Pete Firth
SPU Babies
Doug Gallagher

4
3
3
2
2
1
1
0

0
1
1

8.30
8.50
7.94
8.50
7.37
9.80
9.07
9.08

MENS B

MENS C

4
3

Dig' um
Money
Stubs
Legion of Doom
Boom Babies
D.D.T.
The SS

3
2

2
1
1
0

0
1
1
2
2

3
3

4

9.20
9.60
9.50
8.80
8.75
10.00
8.20
10.00

CO-ED R
Strange Brew
lnt'I Student Assn.
Brady Bunch
Army ROTC

4
3
1
0

0
1
3
4

8.80
9.20
9.60
8.00

CO-ED RH
Bo Sham Bo
Davies Domination
Masters of Bump, Set..
Spikin' for Sue

3
2
2
0

0
2
2
3

9.33
9.33
9.33
10.00

3
3
4

Basketball

CO-ED D

w.w.s.

2
2

Team

Win

Loss

Batman Sunglasses
Your Momma's Boyfriends
Sex Packets
?!!
Thunderstruck
Put It In
Earth, Wind and Hoops
Spit Walts

3

0
1
1
1
1
2

Intensity
Penetrators
Eric Yakovich
Bombs Squad
Whinners
McConnell
Super Daves
69'ers

4

2
2
2
2
1
0
0

3
3
2
2
1
1
0

Sportsmanship

3
3

9.10
10.00
9.80
9.80
9.60
8.70
9.80
9.60

0
1
1
2
2
3
3

9.40

4

9.40

9.70

9.40
9.40
8.90

9.70
8.30

ANNOUNCING OUR NEW STORE
AND NEW LOCATION!

'JJie S te1ici{ed (j-o.ose
Country Antiques and Gifts
*Featuring Our Own Stenciled Country Woods
* Country Folk Art * Pottery
Cat's Meow Houses * Bunnies
* Country Miniatures *Afghans
* Tinware & Country Ware * Dolls
* Attic Babies
* and much, MUCH more!
Espresso Bar! Homemade Candy! Antique Furniture!

NEW ARRIVALS DAILY
WATCH FOR OUR HOLIDAY IDEAS & PUNCHCARDS!

CoP~NE¥ERY DAY 8:00 ro 8:00 .J
1714 CANYON ROAD* ELLENSBURG, WA 98926 Exit 109OFF1-90 AT Ellensburg
(509) 925-9494
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Etcetera
ACROSS

1 Part of circle
4 Narrow
openings
9 Secret agent
12 Cheer
13 Part of flower
14 Tiny
15 Public
storehouses
17 Newest
19 Vessel
20 Change
21 Winter vehicle
23 Symbol for
silver
24 Rescues
27 Nothing
28 Lamb's pen
name
30 Lease
31 Article
32 Colonizes
34 As far as

35
37
38
39
41
42
43
45
46

48
51

52
54

55
56
57

Retain
Kiln
That woman
Mistake
Along with
Uninteresting
person
Get up
Vandal
Jostle rudely
Instant
Saloon suds
Artist's stand
Stitch
Spread for
drying
Strike
Also

The
Weekly
Crossword
Puzzle

DOWN
1 One of Guido's

notes
2 Rodent
3 Small room for
worship

4 Barracuda
5 French plural
article
6 Pronoun
7 High

8 Narrow, flat

boards
9 Veer
10 Footlike part
11 Still
16 Seed container
18 Rips
20 Stir up
21 Viper
22 Inside covering
23 Singing voice
25 Go in
26 Retail
establishment
28 College degree
29 In addition
32 Pastime
33 Latin
conjunction
36 Expunged
-+---4 38 Upright
40 Irritates
42 Drunken loafer:
-t--....--1
slang
44 Juncture
45 Pit
46 Chapeau
4 7 Rubber tree
48 Encountered
49 Prefix: new
50 Couple
53 Spanish for
"yes" ·

COll.EGE PRESS SERVICE

If you had to choose between two bottles, one that contained
a pill that 50 percent of the time increased your intelligence ·
but made your nose fall off, and 50 percent of the time cured
warts but made your fingernails turn black, and the other
that had a 10 percent chance of turning you blind and deaf
but the rest of the time brought world peace, or having your
best friend thrown into a pit of...wait, I've lost track of the
question.
- from "The Book of Stupid Questions," by Tom Weller

IL ® © ~ n ~~Jn ]] J.t1 ~i; ~ ro (ml!i
E c N A
A SF A
T c y I
H u B D
p I E D
L B G D
0 p D T
T 0 E s
D L L 0
N c L p
E RI G
H s R N
0 I G I
R N y H
s I A c
E z wT
s zI I
H A H H
0 R E T
E F lA c

r - - i- -

wco .lf~ w:tF n1\Jw

1

Hc T s A L T s
R Aw A y A s p
B H L I A R K A
s T F I H vR L
vH D s wJ N A
sE BKN G vc
w0 u 0 E v s E
y B G E MT T T G
B s D F M L y L
I E R F I y R E
p R A D N F G v
K v 0 0 T s T R
A E B s x N N x
s R KE DR E 0
D y c D R N z T
c y uT R E I ~
v T B F D c wL
sR T s E L G A
H u ND E RB I
y E L L A VT D
1

Buckboard
First/Last Chance
Frontier
Hitching Post
Horseshoe
New Mint
Oak Rail
Best Western
Tav
Hi-Way Grille
Leaton's
Frazzini's
Thunderbird
Palace
Eagles
Valley Cafe

R I
0 s
0 u
y I
F D
y D
y L
Gy

L

FK

v

p R rw
B L E s

sI
uTxc s s
uTy uI N
KI y E uB
xT Gu Rp
K A R Q cL
L s A s p E
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F A
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T
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Classifieds
CONSIDERING ADOPTION? Hopeful
couple waiting to give endless hugs, family
fun, education, travel, boundless love to
adopted newborn. Pennissible expenses
paid. Contact COLLECT: Attorney (Joan)
(206) 728-5858 (file #8818), Hopeful Couple
(206) 277-8920.
RESUMES! Mailing list/merge letters,
reports and term papers. Spell checked and
edited with word processor. Applications
and forms typed. Call 925-6872. Iris Secretarial and Resume Service, 314 West Helena.
·
NATIONAL MARKETING FIRM Seeks
outgoing, personable students to work on
special marketing projects on-campus. Flexible hours and excellent pay. No sales. No
pay. Call Cynthia at (800) 592-2121 extension 120.
ALASKA FISHERIES EMPLOYMENT
NETWORK is now taking applications for
positions in the Alaska fishing industry.
Sign-up for your summer employment now.
_Contact: A.F.E.N., P.O. Box 1767, Richland, WA 99352.
SAFE STORAGE SPACE. First floor,
heated, lighted. Your half of 12x24, $30.
962-2831.
WANTED: Used Stumpjumper bicycle.
Call Evenings - 963-7081 Ask for Graham.

Kittitas County
Jail
Fishbowl
Adeline's
Back seat of cop
cruiser
The Observer
Barto
Student Village
As far away as
possible

ADDRESSERS WANTED IMMEDIATELY! No experience necessary. Excellent Pay! Work at home. Call toll-free 1800-395-3283.
LOOKING: for a fraternity, sorority,
student organization that would like to
make $500-$1000 for one week on-campus
marketing project Must be organized and
hardworking. Call Cynthia or Jeanine at
(800) 592-2121.
SCUBA LESSONS & SUPPLIES. Sign
Up Now. Contact John Moser Jr. 925-1272.

There arc onlv

•70 davs •

----;,--

until winter quarter!
Now' s the time to
consider a position with
The Observer staff...
see the world
(of the newsroom),
be known by thousands,
attend Tuesday evening
social galas
.. you too can have it all!

NON COMPOS MENTIS

BY GREG GOESSMAN

We need news editors, a
scene editor, a sports
editor, a photo editor, a
production manager,
and a copy editor or
two.
Submit a letter of
application to Gil Neal,
Bouillon 243,
after Nov. 14
Guciranteed to be
c1 character bu i Ider,
TRUST US ...

pizza
place

MILK

7-Eleven

~SERVE-U

FCC CS

fAMllY DAIRY'""""'

WASHINGTON"'"

STORE HOURS
11 :15 a.m. • 6:30 p.m.
Monda~v • Saturday

